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MEL'S METTLE

DEALER PROGRAM
As an MFC Dealer, you will receive many benefits 
designed to help your business. We are 
committed to our dealers and believe these 
programs will strengthen this partnership.

The 3-Tier Dealer Program is structured to 
accommodate all dealer levels: Silver, Gold and 
Platinum. All program requirements are based on 
products in our published price lists. Paving, 
barrier & parapet forms are exempt from these 
programs.

The 2021 Dealer Program brochure will be e-
mailed in late December, early January. If you 
would like to receive one and have not during that 
time, please contact the office to request 
(414-964-4550), or visit our website to view the 
on-line version which will also be downloadable. 
https://www.metalforms.com/concreteFormNews/DealerNews

MEL'S MUSINGS

THE DECISION 
TO DIVERSIFY

The beginning of MFC’s 
screed production was 
significant in a number of 
ways.  First, it provided 
entry into the equipment end 
of the industry.  Second, it 
elevated MFC’s stature in 
the eyes of concrete paving 
contractors.  Third, it proved 
to be a profitable decision 
since screeds are now a 
major part of MFC’s 
product line and set the 

scene for subsequent additions to our equipment 
offerings.  The first expansion was the Speed Screed® 
Cruiser™, which is the company’s mid-weight truss 
screed.  The latest addition, Speed Screed® ROLLER, 
was introduced last year to compliment our line of truss 
screeds with a roller-type model.

The Speed Screed® Heavy-Duty™ 
met with immediate success as it 

was specifically designed for high 
production concrete pours.

occurred in 1981 with the introduction of concrete 
finishing screeds. Diversification can be tricky and costly 
for a company if not executed properly.  Through the sale 
of steel forms for streets, airports and highways, MFC 
became extremely familiar with the lack of finishing 
screeds designed for this type of concrete paving.  MFC 
saw a niche and jumped in.

In the early 1980’s, the majority of screeds in the market 
were lightweight and designed for smaller commercial 
projects.  When other screed manufactures were battling to 
see how light they could make their machines, MFC went 
the other direction and produced a truss screed substantial 
enough to take on large, high volume paving jobs.  
Knowing that paving contractors had a need for a heavy 
screed that could place low slump concrete, MFC 
designed the Speed Screed® Heavy-Duty™ for the paving 
industry.  Today MFC’s large truss screed machine is still 
the only model of its class in the marketplace. 

When concrete paving project requires a power screed, MFC now offers a 
choice between a truss machine and a roller tube model.

After finishing screeds, diversification continued at 
MFC with the introduction of plastic forms (Poly-Meta 
Forms®) followed by material handling products 
(Sterling®).  Diversification not only expanded the 
MFC product mix, it also led to a less restrictive motto: 
Out with “Steel Forms…and Only Steel Forms”, and in 
with “Form To Finish™”.

Years ago, the motto for MFC was: “Steel Forms…and 
Only Steel Forms”.  That short phrase captured the very 
essence of MFC’s existence as its only product offering 
since 1909  were steel forms for concrete construction. 

After all, the very name of the 
company, Metal Forms Corporation, 
suggested nothing else.

“Steel Forms…and Only Steel 
Forms” started fading away when 
MFC’s first major diversification  
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NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

THE CHOICE IS YOURS
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truss screeds with a roller-type model. We 

PAVING 
EXPERTISE

MFC has been matching 
forms to pavements for 
over 100 years.  This vast 
field experience greatly 
contributed to the 
successful introduction of 
the SPEED SCREED®

As an MFC Dealer, you will 
receive many  benefits 
designed to help your 
business. We are committed 
to our dealers and believe 
these programs will 
strengthen this partnership.

The 3-Tier Dealer Program 
is structured to accommodate 
all dealer levels: Silver, Gold 
and Platinum. All program 
requirements are based on 
products in our published 
price lists. Paving, barrier & parapet forms are exempt 
from these programs.

The 2022 Dealer Program brochure will be e-
mailed in late December, early January. If you 
would like to receive one and have not during that time, 
please contact the office to request  (414-964-4550), or 
visit our website to view the on-line version which will 
also be downloadable. 
https://www.metalforms.com/concreteFormNews/DealerNews

FROM THE ARCHIVES

2022 DEALER PROGRAM
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At the same time Ole Evinrude 
invented his boat motor and 
Stephen Briggs introduced his 
gas engine, a fellow by the 
name of August F. Reichert 
hatched the birth of MFC with a 
patented steel forming system 
for buildings concrete walls. 

I remember Walt Disney saying, 

" That's the trouble with the world... 
too many people grow up." 

MFC has taken Walt's sage advice to heart 
and, come to think of it, so have I since 

everyone my age is older than me!

Unlike Evinrude and B&S, however, 
MFC continued to expand its 
product lines and marketplaces. The 
latest example of this innovative  
spirit is the introduction of a brand 
new concrete paving machine (See 
page 3). Looking back through the 
years, MFC has evolved from a 
company that once made only steel 
wall forms to a premier developer 
and producer of superior products 
for the concrete construction 
industry as a whole.

https://www.metalforms.com/concreteForms/OurHeritage

(Mel's Mettle Continued)

No matter the age or circumstances, 
the stronger companies emerge while 
the weaker ones falter to the perils of 
the times whether that be changing 
marketplaces, fickle customer preferences or the 
occasional pandemic. MFC has remained strong because it 
fights back Father Time with imaginative ideas and actions 
for employees, production, products and marketplaces.

MARKET SPOTLIGHT

Dealer Program 
Shines Big & Bright in the Lone Star State

The maxim, “Everything is Bigger in Texas”, is mix of myth and reality.  Sure, not everything is bigger and better in 
the Lone Star State, but it is hard to ignore those sizable boots & hats, the enormous cattle ranches or the seemingly 
boundless open spaces.  Even the jokes about Texas revolve around size like “If you measure distance in hours, you 

METAFORMS® and SPEED SCREED® are the brands of choice in Texas for 
steel forms and finishing machines for concrete construction.

concrete finisher, there was no  
switching back to competitive brands.  
As a result, the  SPEED SCREED® is 
now the concrete finisher of choice in 
the two biggest Texas marketplaces.

MFC diversification has benefited 
dealers like BARNSCO and CPSI.  If a 
contractor owns paving forms, he is a 
good prospect for a SPEED SCREED®.  
Conversely, if a contractor uses 
screeding equipment, he is a candidate 
for a set of METAFORMS®.  All in all, 
the availability of steel forms and 
finishing screeds from one reliable 
source is a winning combination for 
dealers serving the concrete paving 
industry. 

may live in Texas” or “Everything is bigger in Texas, including power outages”.

Since “Texas” and “Big” are often synonymous, it’s not surprising that a couple of 
Texas dealers have bought into MFC’s Dealer Program in a big way: BARNSCO with 
locations in Dallas/Ft. Worth and Austin and Contractor’s Paving Supply, Inc (CPSI) 
serving the greater Houston area.  BARNSCO and CPSI took different routes as they 
emerged into full-fledged Platinum Dealers representing MFC’s full range of concrete 
forming and finishing products.  BARNSCO started selling steel forms in 1985 and 
transitioned into screed sales in 1988 while CPSI started promoting screeds in 2002 and 
added steel forms a couple years later.

Although BARNSCO and CPSI entered the Texas screed market at different periods 
of time, both dealers faced the challenge of promoting an unknown machine into a 
marketplace already dominated by competitive brands.  Both dealers started penetrating their respective markets by 
demonstrating and renting the SPEED SCREED®. It didn’t happen overnight, but the superior design and durability 
of the SPEED SCREED® gradually gained popularity and acceptance among paving contractors in both the Dallas/
Ft. Worth and Houston trade areas. BARNSCO and CPSI agree that once a contractor started paving with a MFC 
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companies: Evinrude Outboard Motors, Briggs & Stratton Corp. and Metal Forms 
Corporation. These companies once had a lot in common as each started business in 
the early 1900's; each company emerged in Milwaukee, WI; each company became 
known for one key product: boat engines(Evinrude), gas engines (B&S), and steel wall 
forms (MFC). Over 100 years later, only the least famous company is not bankrupt. 
Why?

Legend has it that Ole Evinrude came up with the idea for an outboard boat 
engine after rowing across an inland lake to get an ice cream for his fiance, Bess. 
Of course, the ice cream melted by the time he returned but Evinrude, inspired by 
the incident, was determined to design an engine that would replace the oar as a 
means of boat propulsion. Ole did just that as the name "EVINRUDE" became 
synonymous with outboard marine engines. What led to the sinking of the 
legendary boat engine brand? A couple of big missteps including  falling behind in 
the "horsepower race" for bigger and more powerful engines. Perhaps even more 
damaging, Evinrude failed to abandon its antiquated "two stroke" engine design 
that required customers to add oil to gasoline.

Briggs & Stratton began in 1908 as a partnership between inventor Stephen F. Briggs and 
investor Harold M. Stratton. Their company became the worlds largest maker of gasoline 
engines for outdoor power equipment as it blossomed along with American suburbs dotted with 
single family homes and grass-covered yards. If you have ever pushed or driven a lawn mower, 
or weilded a snow blower down your driveway, chances are the power was supplied by a Briggs 
& Stratton. So why did the Briggs & Stratton engine run out of gas? The long spiral down began 
many years ago due to the lack of innovation which in turn led to failing revenues. Much of the 

THE ART OF AGEING

sales decline was due to the pricing power exerted by  mass merchandisers such as Home Depot, Lowe's and Walmart. 
Throw-in strong competition from big rivals Honda and Kawasaki and the Briggs & Stratton motor ran dry. (continued page 2)
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